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Editor’s Introduction

Early Georgia: A New Look for a New Millennium

As I begin my tenure as editor of Early Georgia, I take on a journal that has a long and distinguished history and has a wide readership that reaches far beyond the borders of Georgia. While Early Georgia is healthy and well supported by the membership of the Society for Georgia Archaeology, there is still the need to encourage greater submission rates and increase subscriptions. The Society’s Board of Directors and I have devised a strategy that we hope will take Early Georgia toward those goals, and it involves some changes to the appearance of the journal, as well as to its content.

Regular Early Georgia readers will surely notice that this issue looks different from previous issues. True, it is a Special Issue, so its content is slightly different from the normal research articles. Most of the basic formatting in this issue, however, will remain the same for all future issues. These changes were instituted to update the appearance of the journal, as well as make it more graphic friendly and easier to read.

In terms of content, Early Georgia, as a policy, will now accept manuscripts dealing with the archaeology of adjoining states. Such papers have not been excluded in the past, but this policy change makes it more explicit that Early Georgia will accept material from the broader region when it has a bearing on understanding the history and prehistory of Georgia. Acceptance of such papers will be at the discretion of the Editor.

Another slight change that will affect content is the creation of a new category of paper to be published in Early Georgia. These will be called the Peer Reviewed Articles, and, as the name suggests, will be subjected to a formal review by selected peers from the broader archaeological community. Submitting authors may suggest appropriate reviewers, but the Editor will not be bound by those suggestions. The Editor will take into account the comments of peer reviewers, but will make the final decision regarding manuscripts. The creation of the Peer Reviewed Article category is designed to encourage graduate students and professionals, who are concerned with building publication records, to consider Early Georgia as a publication outlet for their manuscripts.

It is important to note that all articles submitted to Early Georgia do not have to go through the peer review process. That choice is left to the submitting authors. Manuscripts that do not go through the peer review process will be reviewed in a less formal way. Choosing to forego a peer review in no way diminishes the quality of scholarship represented by an article or the importance of the information it contains. The peer review process is simply a more formal review process that allows professionals to advance their careers through publishing in Early Georgia.

Let me make it clear in no uncertain terms that the basic philosophy and content of Early Georgia will not change. The journal is still dedicated to publishing information that is important to Georgia’s archaeological community. More than ever, the journal is committed to providing a publication outlet for both professional and avocational members of our community. I cannot encourage avocational members strongly enough to submit material for publication. What you learn from the
study of Georgia’s past is every bit as important as the research done by other members of the Society for Georgia Archaeology. By keeping it from the pages of Early Georgia, you deny others the chance to learn from you.

As the first issue of Early Georgia to be published under my editorship, I am pleased to offer this Special Issue Resources at Risk: Defending Georgia’s Hidden Heritage, which has been guest-edited by Charlotte A. Smith and Jennifer Freer Harris. As with all scholarly publications, the opinions expressed in this issue do not necessarily represent the opinions of the Society for Georgia Archaeology. As Editor, I recognize, as I hope all concerned with the archaeological record of Georgia will as well, that this issue begins a conversation that is absolutely essential to the future of Georgia archaeology. The guest editors and I hope this issue will serve as an important source of information for Society of Georgia Archaeology members as well as concerned citizens, politicians, and planners as we all look to the future.

—Adam King
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